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Recently we had a loss, and we have to keep our language
strong, because she enjoyed coming and working with us. And
it’s really good to know in her last days she was probably really

happy to be with family, talking our language because she was a
really strong Pertame speaker like Christobel. So it’s very

important for us to keep our language alive and strong, and it’s
up to you apprentices to keep it going for our old people.

- Kathleen Bradshaw2
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Werta rrirtna nweka Christobel Swan-nha. Yenga nyenta-wara Pertame

ngetya. Karta nweka pa meya nweka Pertame ngetya. Nwerna thank you

nguma arrangerra nwernanha apmilheka Pertame ngetyeka yenga

anyairrema ketyeya mapa kaltya-nthetyeka. Ngetya itya yerretyeka.

Nwerna antyairrema tnyenatyeka Pertame ngetya. Nwerna kangkema

tangentya ngkwanga neka kaltya-ntheka ketyeya mapa

ntarnetarelhatyeka arrangerra.

Hello, my name is Christobel Swan. I am one of the
last Pertame speakers. Pertame is my mother and
father's language. We say thank you for supporting

our dream to teach our children Pertame. Our
language will not die out now. We are making our
language stronger everyday. We are so happy for
your help to teach the children to look after our

language. 
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This Pertame Master-apprentice Program has impacted hugely on our family and language. When we
don’t have our language, we don’t know who we are. People gotta realise we have to learn our
language, we have to know who we are. We have to think about the old people who tried really hard to
keep our language alive. We have to keep their memories strong by keeping our language strong,
because they fought very hard to keep our language alive. Back in those days we were told not to speak
our language, and people were scared to teach their immediate family Pertame because they said “You
mob gotta learn English now”. Because these other mob are telling us our language is rubbish. That’s
how it fell apart back in those days. But for the memory and love of our old people who tried to keep
our language strong, for our families, for my father, mother, brothers and sisters.

 
It was really important for me and Vanessa to go to America. For me I found 
out that not only was language taken away from us Aboriginal people
 here in Australia, it happened to Indigenous people right across the 
world, and there’s a push right across the world for Indigenous 
peoples to revive their home languages. The most important thing 
that I learnt was learning language through listening to people talking,
 not learning to read the words. It’s ok to read the words, but the most 
important thing is our languages are oral languages that have been 
passed down from generation to generation. 
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Pertame or Southern Arrernte is a Central Australian language
that belongs to the country around the Finke and Hugh Rivers,

110km South of Alice Springs. Pertame country starts at
Running Waters (Irpmangkera) and follows the Finke River

(Lhera Pinta) down to the community of Finke. Pertame
belongs to the Arandic language family, alongside Western

Arrarnta, Eastern Arrernte, Central Arrernte, Lower Arrernte,
Anmatyerr, Alyawarr and Katyetye. There are around 4000

fluent speakers of the different varieties of Arrernte, however,
there are much less Pertame speakers.

 
 
 
 

Pertame people have been living on Pertame land and speaking Pertame language since time
immemorial. Pertame is a severely endangered language. There are 10-20 people in the older

generation who are fluent speakers of the language. Pertame fluency has been slipping away through
the generations, as time on country listening to old people is replaced by English-only schooling and

life in town.
 

After over 100 years of Government-sanctioned attacks on the Pertame language, the Pertame
community embarked on a journey to record and save the language for future generations. This
started at the Institute of Aboriginal Development (IAD) in the 1980-1990s. In 2015, The Pertame

Language Revival Program began running again through Batchelor Institute’s Centre for Australian
Languages and Linguistics (CALL), led by elder Christobel Swan. The language project worked to

further document and record Pertame. In 2017, the Project received philanthropic funding to start
the Pertame School, an initiative to teach the language to the next generations of Pertame people. 

"I remember when I was about ten, we used to come in from the station, and we'd be

walking along the street, and people would say " Don't talk that language". Even at

school they used to give us a hiding in the playground. And I often used to think why

should I speak English? That's not my language!" - Pertame elder, Christobel Swan
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Ngketya
Language

Pmera
Country

NGKETYA NWERNA NEMA
NWERNAKENHA

Nparnintya
Kinship

Unta
Ngwenha

Identity

Relha
Kngerra

Pata Mapa
Old People

OUR LANGUAGE IS WHO WE ARE

Nthepa
Dance

Pinta-lhema
Art

Merna bush-
rinya

Bush foods

ilhelhema
Song

Altya mapa
Family

Arretha
Bush medicine
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The Master-Apprentice Program (MAP) is a world-leading method of Indigenous language revival
that was developed by Indigenous communities in California and has since been taken up by First
Nations peoples globally. The MAP model is a best-practice method for rapidly growing fluent new

speakers, through intensive oral immersion sessions with elder speakers (the master) and adult
learners (apprentices). MAP models centre self-determination and Indigenous epistemologies, as
no western specialised knowledge systems are required as translations and literacy are strongly
discouraged. MAPs see a return to old ways of learning and knowing, where Elder knowledge is

privileged above all else. MAPs teach not through explicit instruction but through immersion and
experience.  We learn deeper concepts in an easier way when we go back to our old, pre-invasion
pedagogies of listening, talking and gaining understanding as learners from our Elders. MAPs are

recommended in AIATSIS’s 2020 National Indigenous Language Survery (NILS) as showing “notable
success” internationally for languages with few elderly speakers where intergenerational

transmission has ceased. There are 78 Indigenous Australian languages in this position (AIATSIS
2020); however, there is only one active MAP in Australia, in the Pertame Southern Arrernte

language community in Alice Springs.

Pertame representatives, Vanessa Farrelly and Kathleen Bradshaw in New York with the Global Indigenous Language Caucus

In May 2019, Pertame representatives Vanessa Farrelly and Elder Kathleen Bradshaw were invited
to attend a Master-Apprentice Language Revival Workshop in New York as a part of the United

Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous issues. Through this workshop the Pertame Project made
International connections with Indigenous people around the world, and received world-class

training on how to create new fluent language speakers to through master-apprentice programs.
The workshop was hosted by the Yuchi Language Project (yuchilanguage.org/), a Language

immersion program that has created 16 young second language speakers of Yuchi to bring the
language into the next generation. The trip to New York has inspired the Pertame Program to trial a

MAP within their language community.  In 2020, the Pertame community has embarked on a
master-apprentice program to create fluent speakers of Pertame within the younger generations
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After 12 months, our apprentices are fluent in Pertame language
the kinship relationship between young people and old people are strengthened again
Intergenerational learning and teaching takes place. 
As the apprentices learn, they teach the children and eventually the adults to engage the
entire family in the project.
The apprentices inspire the rest of the family as they become fluent
Raise the profile of Pertame language and people in Central Australia. Pertame people exist,
we still have language and culture, and we are proud people.
Bring the Pertame family groups together over a common goal: save our language.
Elders and apprentices have the opportunity to visit country more often, to care for country
through language.
Breathing life into our language again will heal our people, providing for our spiritual
wellbeing and giving our young people strong Pertame identities.
The four apprentices within the program are provided with an income to support their
commitment to the program, and gain valuable work experience in the areas of teaching,
linguistics, using technology and project management.

The Pertame Master Apprentice Program seeks to create new fluent Pertame speakers within the
younger and middle generations of the Pertame community. The project put out applications for

Pertame people who are dedicated and passionate about becoming fluent in their language.
These Pertame people committed to 10-20 hours per week in full immersion in Pertame language
with fluent elder Christobel Swan. The apprentices also ran children’s language lessons  with the

assistance of elders to learn by teaching and involve the entire Pertame community in the
program and committed to on-country weekend Pertame intensives. 

Our Goals for 2020:
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The 2020 MAP has built a strong and dedicated team of 4

semi-fluent apprentices ready to reach fluency by 2021 

The Pertame MAP has helped Pertame elders feel valued

and cared for, and increased family connection and

community cohesion.  

In 2020, the Pertame MAP ran 71 Pertame master-

apprentice immersion sessions, 5 children’s classes, 6 school-
based lessons, a 4-day school holiday program and 2 on-

country immersion camps. 

A total of 7 Pertame apprentices, 4 elders, 55 children and

30 adults have been engaged in teaching and learning

Pertame through the 2020 MAP

25 Pertame online language learning videos and quizzes were

created, which have received 2433 engagements from the

Pertame community on Youtube, Kahootz and Facebook

platforms

The story of the Pertame MAP has been published through

national and local traditional media on SBS, NITV, NT news

and ABC radio, as well as social media such as Facebook,

Youtube and Wikipedia. 

A Pertame apprentice, Shania Armstrong, received an

“Aspiring Role Model” award from The Girls Academy and

the NT Board of Studies Karmi Sceney Aboriginal Excellence

and Leadership Award.

Apprentices have developed their career related skills and

experience, including language worker skills, technology

literacy, confidence and communication skills through

employment at the Batchelor Institute10



Master-Apprentice Sessions

71 master-

apprentice sessions

have been held over

2020 for a total of

263 hours

The Pertame master-apprentice program held
regular sessions with our elder and apprentices
with the aim of creating a Pertame immersion
environment to exposure the Apprentices to

Pertame for 10-20 hours per week. These
sessions used pictures, games, activities, art,

craft, audio & video recordings and
conversations between the fluent elder and the

apprentices. The sessions focussed on oral
language acquisition, rather than reading and
writing words. During the height of COVID-19

within Australia, our MAP sessions moved onto to
Zoom conference calls for 2 months.  
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Apprentice-run Children's Class

Desert Animal Park Excursion 

On-country Learning Camps
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Ketyeya kweka mapaka arlta - Pre-Schoolers Day 

Ketyeya mapaka arlta - Primary Schooler's Day

Wenka pa ilpmarreka mapaka arlta-  High Schooler's Day

All Ketyeya mapa ingkerreka - All the kids together
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6 Trial classes for

an hour per week

 16 Pertame

children in

attendance 

A part of the apprentices' requirements within the Pertame MAP was to
teach regular children's classes to learn by teaching and share their

language knowledge with the younger generations. Due to COVID-19,
many children's classes were cancelled in the beginning of the year. In

October, the apprentices identified one school in Alice Springs that had
a large group of Pertame kids. The apprentice team met with Bradshaw

School and organised a trial 6-week Pertame language enrichment
class for Pertame children attending Bradshaw. We identified 12 kids

and now we have 16 Pertame children that regularly attend each class. 
 The apprentices have taught the children Pertame body parts, kinship,

family terms, introductions, doing words, and instruction/command

Bradshaw Primary Classes
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Christmas Celebration: Bradshaw
Students' and Apprentices' Graduation
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Pertame Project Youtube Channel

Kahoot! Online Quizzes

"I did those quizzes with those kids. They actually really enjoyed those quizzes. They’d sit there
for hours and have competitions with each other."

- Kayla Dashwood, Apprentice

25 Pertame

language videos

produced with a

total of 760 views,

likes and shares  

We are trialing using Kahoot interative quizzes as a way to revise and test the learning of the
apprentices. Kahoot allows apprentices to play online learning games matching Pertame

sound recordings with images it describes, to keep the focus on listening and hearing
language, rather than reading and writing. Kahoot allows apprentices to compete with each

other in quizzes in real time, then create and share their own quizzes. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCr_LYVBzh1cxUYtwZU5Rpmw

Pertame Peppa Pig
Pertame elder and apprentices created a Pertame voice
over of a Peppa Pig episode, that went viral throughout
Alice Springs. It quickly gained 400 videos on Youtube,

and has been shown at most of the Primary Schools and
other language organisations in Alice Springs 
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Werta rrirtna nweka Shania Armstrong-nha. Yenga Christobel Swan-ka Pebe

nema. Yenga year nhanhanha kaltya-irreka Pertame ngetyeka. Yenga kngerra

kaltya-irreka Pertame ngetyeka pa wetyeka. Support ngwanga tangetya nema

arrpenha mapa kaltya-irretyeka ngetyeka yenga ngirra. Yenga antyirrema

urkapetyeka ngetya nwernaka kaltya-irreka.

Hello, my name is Shania Armstrong. I am Christobel Swan's great grand daughter. I just started
learning my language Pertame this year. I have learnt so much about speaking and understanding
Pertame already. Your support has helped other Pertame young people to learn the language like

me. My dream is to work as a Pertame language teacher when I finish high school. 

Shania Armstrong

Auriel Swan

Werta rrirtna nweka Auriel Swan-nha. Christobel Swan-nha meya nweka

nema. Yenge antyirrema arrangerranha thank you-lhetyeka nwernaka

tangentya nekala ngetyeka nwernaka ilkerta netyeka. Yenga antyirrema

ngetyeka meya nweka neka ngetya pa kaltha-nthetyeka Pertame arrpenha

mapa. Ngetyeka nwernaka marra nthurra nweka netyeka. 

 

Hello, my name is Auriel Swan. I am Christobel Swan's daughter. I would like to thank you for helping
us to keep our language strong. It is my dream to take after my mother's language and teach other

Pertame people. Having our language is very important to me. 
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Hello, my name is Kayla Dashwod. I am a Pertame learner. Christobel Swan is my nana. I want to thank
you mob for supporting our family to keep our language going strong. My nana is the last Pertame

speaker in our family. Your support is helping her fulfil her dream.

Werta rrirtna nweka Kayla Dashwood-nha. Yenga nema Pertame kaltya-

irrena.  Yenga Christobel Swan-ka lyurra nema. Yenga antyairrema thank you-

netyeka arragerra-werna support-ka altya mapa nwernaka ngetyeka

nwernaka marra netyeka. Nwerna yarta tnyenema lyurra nwernaka wara

ira nyenta ntema nema nwerna-lila. Support ngkwanga tangentya nema kwera

tnengerra tnyema. 

 

Kayla Dashwood

Leeanne Swan

Werta rrirtna nweka Leeanne Kemarra Swan-nha. Yenga nema Pertame

kaltya-irrena.  Christobel-nha wentyenga nweka. Yenga arrakenha nthurra

nema kaltya-irretyeka pa kaltya-nthetyeka Pertame Ngetya master-

apprentice-nga wentyenga Chrissy-lila. Yenga antyirrema tangentya

netyeka wentyenga Chrissy tnyenatyeka Pertama altya mapa marra

ngetya Pertama. 

Hello, my name is Leeanne Kemarra Swan. Christobel is my aunty. I am very happy to be involved
in teaching and learning Pertame in the master-apprentice program with aunty Chrissy. I would
like to help aunty Chrissy achieve her dream of having all her family members speak Pertame

language fluently.
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Our Pertame master-apprentice program began immersion sessions with three apprentices in
Febuary 2020 and elder speaker Christobel Swan. Jaye Swan (age 26), Kayla Dashwood (Age 25) and
Shania Armstrong (age 17) were chosen by a panel of elders to be the apprentices, along with the
program co-ordinator Vanessa Farrelly (age 24).  Over the course of the year, Kayla and Jaye had

competing priorities that caused them to leave the program. Auriel Swan (Christobel's daguhter) and
Leeanne Swan also joined the program as middle aged apprentices throughout the year to take their
place. Auriel and Leeanne have shown dedication and commitment to becoming fluent speakers, and
wish to continue the program in 2021. Geraldine Stewart also joined in on several sessions as an elder

assistant and project advisor.
 

Shania Armstrong has shown the greatest results on her journey towards fluency, as she has stuck
with the program for 10 months and completed 273.5hrs of Pertame immersion. Shania is a year 12
student, and has been completing a VET Applied Languages Certificate II and III in Arrernte through

her High School. Arrernte is within the Pertame language family group, and the similarities in the
languages has allowed Shania to increase her immersion beyond the Pertame sessions. 

At the start of the year I didn’t really know that much Pertame, but now I know
a lot. I can speak more better. I started off doing Eastern Arrernte with school.
The two languages are a little bit similar. I could catch onto it easily because I

already learnt the Arrernte in school. Yeah I speak Pertame at home, especially
to my nieces and nephews because they want to learn more. We sing songs and I
teach them words in Pertame. I teach my dad too. He can understand it but he

can’t speak it.
- Shania Armstrong 

Goal 1: After 12 months, our apprentices are fluent in Pertame
language

Table of Apprentice hours in-language and monthly average since Febuary 2020
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Yes of course I do feel closer to

the apprentices. I think they feel

to same to me two. Sitting down

talking Pertame. They look after

me too as we’re doing it. I feel
proud of them, coming to learn. I

feel wonderful. I’m not sitting at

home alone, I’m with my family for

most of the week.

It’s good for me in my heart to

teach you people for Pertama

ngetyeka. Speaking Pertame.

- Christobel Swan, elder

Goal 2: The kinship relationship between young people and old
people are strengthened again

"I feel closer to pebe Christobel. I didn’t know
her before this program very well, and now I see

her 3 times a week. It’s good. It’s been good to
know and get close to more family"

- Shania Armstrong, Apprentice 

"We only got two elders left in our

immediate family, so we got to look

after them"

- Geraldine Stewart, Program advisor

"I always thought I was close to aunty Chrissy.

But now we are spending more time together. She

was always there for me when I was growing

up"

- Leeanne Swan, Apprentice
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Who has been 

involved?

4 Elder speakers

7 Apprentices

55 Children taught

30 Adult helpers

 

Goal 3: As the apprentices learn, they teach the children and
eventually the adults to engage the entire family in the project.

"What makes you proud is that there are 5 generations in our

family, and you are teaching the whole 5. It’s a really good thing
for our family. It’s growing and growing. That’s why it’s important

to have you there doing it. It’s just amazing that all these

generations have come, learning my father’s language"
- Geraldine Stewart
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Goal 4: The apprentices inspire the rest of the family as they
become fluent

"A lot of people are saying to be me it’s good. They see me at

Pertame classes or they see me with my Pertame t-shirt on,

they say “it’s good you are learning with your mum”"
- Auriel Swan, Apprentice

"My family say that they are proud that I’m learning my

language, especially my dad. They want me to teach them too.

Mum Granny feels real proud too. My siblings are really proud

too. I feel pretty proud of myself"

- Shania Armstrong, Apprentice

"I’m really really proud of you ladies, all you Pertame women.

You are strong Pertame women and you are going to keep our

language alive. And when we keep our language alive we know

who we are, we know our identity. And when we know that, we

become healthy people in our everyday living because family is

really important" 

- Kathleen Bradshaw, elder

My family are very encouraging. They know what type of

person I am, I like to have things planned, organised. So they

know that me being involved, I will put my all into it.  

 - Leeanne Swan, Apprentice

Our apprentice Shania has been recognised for her leadership by receiving the “Aspiring Role Model” award
from Girls Academy and the NT Board of Studies Karmi Sceney Aboriginal Excellence and leadership Award

this year for her work teaching Pertame. 
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Goal 5: Raise the profile of Pertame language and people in
Central Australia.

Pertame Program

Media hits: 

1 article in NT News

ABC NAIDOC Voice-

Over

NITV feature Story

"And just from the other Aboriginal side of this, other language groups themselves are recognising that

we are a strong language group, like Eastern Arrernte mob and Ntaria mob, Western Arrernte mob.  It’s
good to have them recognise who we are. That we are not a little group, we are actually a big group"

- Geraldine Stewart  

"I know there’s a lot more people referring to us as

Pertame people. When I was growing up I heard tell that

someone in particular did not believe Pertame was a

language group of our own. I know now because people are

referring to us as Pertame people, we are getting

acknowledged as Pertame people, who we are"

 - Leeanne Swan, apprentice

Apprentice Shania Recording a NAIDOC Voice over for ABC

Watch our NITV feature story here:

https://www.facebook.com/NITVAustralia/vi

deos/517830979176557

5
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 It was a big impact for family to get together and work together as a family.

We are so broken up these days, so it’s good to see people getting back on
country to learn our language. I see this language bringing our family together.

And it is really vital that we keep our family and language strong and intact

 - Kathleen Bradshaw, elder

Goal 6: Bring the Pertame family groups together over a common
goal: save our language.

"We do that at Pertame school. We share meals and

we share each others kids. When I see one of them

kids doing wrong, I have every right to tell them

what they are doing wrong. We look out for each

other. It always brings the family together, every

time we have a school. On the school holidays, BBQs,

little meetings to say what’s next with the Pertame

School or grants, we all have input. We always have

a core group of at least 15 core people who come to

those meetings and share ideas so everyone is in the

loop about Pertame school"

- Geraldine Stewart, program advisor Recording Pertame elders N.

Forrester/Armstrong and Christobel

Swan
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Goal 7: Elders and apprentices have the opportunity to visit
country more often, to care for country through language.

"Yeah, I’m just learning more and going out
with the Pertame apprentices and nana and
learning a bit more and learning stories. It’s
More peaceful and it's easier out bush. You

feel like you connect more with the land
when you’re out there and nana’s out there
and you’re talking Pertame. Like when we

went out a couple weeks ago, and went for
a walk where that woman’s dreaming is and

those kids were really got involved and
interested. We can do more things on land,

they get more involved"
- Kayla Dashwood, Apprentice

" I feel more connected to the country.
When we go back to the homeland I feel

real good sitting down there"
- Auriel Swan, Apprentice

"Just speaking language on
the country makes me feel

more connected to country.
And whenever we go to

country for Pertame
apprentice program pepe
Christobel welcomes us to
country in language. That

makes me feel connected" 
- Shania Armstrong,

Apprentice25



"I have seen a change in Auriel from the first time you started coming here to the classes.
First it was just us doing it, and you came here to help your mum for her peace of mind. I

can see how far you have come. You’ve even gotten up in front of the public and
accepted awards. Before, I know you, you would have said, “nah shame job, you do it, you
do it”. You are doing what your mother used to do years ago. You’re taking on that role. I

really think you have really come along way. Your self esteem, and I’ll tell you you did
have a bit of a low self esteem before. But now!"

- Geraldine Stewart, advisor

"We have become more stronger. Just to give you an example, Eastern Arrernte mob, they support
each other and they’ll dance together, they’ll do things together. They know their story lines and

things like that. We are just learning stuff. But in the old days it wasn’t like that. We knew our stuff.
It’s just when everybody started going into town it broke away. Because of different issues, and

school and stuff. We all had to go away for school or board in town while our parents were still out
bush working. It’s those things that sort of split that up. But slowly we are getting the old people

that are left now to come and talk to us and get us all back in the swing of things"
- Geraldine Stewart, advisor

Goal 8: Breathing life into our language again will heal our
people, providing for our spiritual wellbeing and giving our young

people strong Pertame identities.

 "And being proud of who you are and keeping the language. That’s our identity. Without
our language we don’t really know who we are. We have to keep our language strong.

That’s our identity and who we are" 
- Kathleen Bradshaw
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Goal 9: The four apprentices within the program are provided
with an income to support their commitment to the program, and

gain valuable work experience in the areas of teaching,
linguistics, using technology and project management.

"I got an award for my mother’s NAIDOC award. I got an award for her and I went to the Desert
Park and done a bit of singing with her about body parts. I like to sit down and teach the little kids

Pertame. Like what we are doing at the Bradshaw School. I’m already teaching at the schools". 
 - Auriel Swan, Apprentice

"Like teaching is boosting my confidence. Speaking in Pertame too. It has helped me in my
year 12 Arrernte course. I want to be a Linguist and language teacher after school"

- Shania Armstrong, Apprentice

"With Auriel I have found that she has really come out of her shell. Her self confidence is
growing. She was one that never got into the work force, just a stay-at-home mum all that time.
But now you can’t keep her at home. She’s out and about doing things. Whatever comes up with

Pertame School, she is there. I’m really happy with you Auriel, I can see it, I can see it all"
- Geraldine Stewart, Advisor

"Yeah, every work I have had has involved working with Aboriginal people. I’ve been a youth
worker, I’ve worked in libraries in Yeperenye Primary School and IAD. I’m currently working with
Lutheran Play Group and Aboriginal families parenting program. Having language skills, even if

you just drop a few language words here and there to make them feel confident has helped me a
lot" 

- Leeanne Swan, Apprentice
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Project Officer Wage
57.8%

Payments: elders and apprentices
37.3%

Learning resources
2.6%

In 2020, our project has spent $68,559.76 on running the Pertame master-apprentice program. Here
is a break down of where the funds went: 

The Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education sits uniquely in the Australian
educational landscape as the only Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander dual sector
Tertiary Education provider.  The Centre for Australian Languages and Linguistics (CALL) is
a language centre based in the Division of Higher Education and Research at Batchelor
Institute. The Pertame Master-Apprentice Program partners with the Batchelor Institute’s
CALL. BI manages the project’s finances and provides classrooms, office space and
vehicles. However, CALL does not receive financial support from Batchelor Institute, and
all language projects are required to self-fund in order to operate through grants and
philanthropic donations. Pertame young person, Vanessa Farrelly, is employed by CALL to
project manage the program, and act as an apprentice as well. Using grants and
donations, apprentices and Elders are paid as language consultants through Batchelor
Institute’s finance department.

Transport and food 
5.4%
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Jackson Mpetyana Khealin Kngwarreye Hailey Kemarra Mia Peltharra

Kiannah Mpetyana +
Ally Peltharra

Margaret Orr M. Armstrong Christobel Swan N Forrester/Armstrong

Bonnie-May

Mariah Peltharra Abby-lee KngwarreyeViolet NgalaKhalil Pengarta

Helania Kemarra Nathan Peltharra

Ketyeya mapa - kids!

Ingweya relha mapa - Elders
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Destinee Mpetyana

Dwayne + Tyrone
Mpetyana

Shakira Kngwerreye Shanicka Kngwerreye

Richie Mpetyana

Shanita Kngwerreye Malachi Peltharra Leroy Kngwerreye Jodie Peltharra

Tiani Pengarta Samaya Mpetyana Rohda Kemarra

Harper + Hailey
Peltharra

Brittany Ngala +
Justyce Mpetyana

Peyton + Alira
Penangka

Ketyeya mapa - kids!

Shakayla Ngala
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Isaac Dickson Kamiah Mpetyana Madison Kngwerreye Max Pengarta

Jack Mpetyana

RJ Kngwerreye Kelvin Pengarta LaSharni Pengarta Aaliarna Pengarta

Jayda Peltharra Emmerson Peltharra Shontae Perrurla

Suruiya NgalaHunter Peltharra Jacob Ngala Avani Mpetyana

Ketyeya mapa - kids!
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Relha mapa - Adults

Sasha Coull Jaye Swan Chanara Swan Auriel Swan

Lorraine Swan Geraldine Stewart Elsa Swan Marlene Coombes

Diandra Armstrong Sharlene Swan Kayla Dashwood Shania Armstrong

Leeane Swan Crystal Rose Furber-Swan Lynette + Judy Swan Kamilah Satour
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